I’m a Little Seatbelt
(to the tune of I’m a little teapot)

I’m a little seatbelt in the car,
Before we go driving near or far,
Slip your arms in, there you are,
Buckle me up now, you’re a star

(repeat)

Twinkle, Twinkle, Traffic Light
(to the tune of twinkle, twinkle little star)

Twinkle, twinkle, traffic light,
Standing on the corner bright,
Green means go, we all know,
Yellow means wait, even though you’re late,
Twinkle, twinkle, traffic light,
Standing on the corner bright.

Twinkle, twinkle, traffic light,
Standing on the corner bright,
When it’s green it’s time to go,
When it’s red its stop you know,
Twinkle, twinkle, traffic light,
Standing on the corner bright.
Road Safety Songs

This is the Way we Cross the Road
(to the tune of Here we go Round the Mulberry Bush)

This is the way we cross the road,
We cross the road, we cross the road,
This is the way we cross the road,
We stop, we look, we listen.

We stand at the kerb and look both ways,
Look both ways, look both ways,
We stand at the kerb and we look both ways,
Before we cross the road.

If the road is clear we cross the road,
Cross the road, cross the road
If the road is clear we cross the road,
We follow the green cross code.

Let’s go Driving
(to the tune of Frere Jacques)

Let’s go driving, Let’s go driving.
In a car, in a car,
Buckle up your seatbelt,
Buckle up your seatbelt,
In the car, in the car.
(repeat)
This activity involves the children singing and performing actions for a simple action song about wearing a seat belt.

“Let’s all do the car seat click”
(to the tune of Here we go round the mulberry bush)

Let’s all do the car seat click
    The car seat click
    The car seat click
Let’s all do the car seat click
    We’re going for a ride

Sit in the seat and click the belt
    Click the belt
    Click the belt
Sit in the seat and click the belt
    And then you will be safe

Let’s all do the car seat click
    The car seat click
    The car seat click
Let’s all do the car seat click
    We’re going for a ride

Actions: for verses one and three move round in a circle pretending to drive: for verse two sit down and mime fastening a seat belt by bringing two closed fists together.